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INTRODUCTION
 .Let p be a prime. The mod-p cohomology of GL n, Z and its subgroups
of finite index is of importance for several reasons. First, there is the
mysterious connection between the modular representations of the Galois
group of the algebraic closure Q of Q and the mod-p cohomology of
 .  w x w x w x.GL n, Z see Se , A1 , A2 . There are also relations to the K-theory of
 .  .  .  w x.Z and the topology of O n _ GL n, R rGL n, Z see So1 . Unfortu-
 .nately, it is very hard to find the mod-p cohomology of GL n, Z for n in
general. Some attempts have been made for smaller values of n. For
 . w xexample, the cohomology of SL 2, Z is well known and Soule So worked
 .out the integral cohomology of SL 3, Z . But little is known about arbitrary
n, beyond Soule's work.
 .This paper studies the mod-p Farrell cohomology of GL 2 p y 2, Z ,
where p is an odd prime. The Farrell cohomology theory is an extension,
due to Farrell, of Tate's cohomology theory of finite groups to the groups
 .of finite virtual cohomological dimension ¨cd . Let G be a group with
finite ¨cd. One important feature of the Farrell cohomology theory is that
Ã i .the Farrell cohomology groups H G, M of the group G with coefficients
in any G-module M are the same as the ordinary cohomology groups
i .  .  w x.H G, M , if i ) ¨cd G see the last chapter of Br . Below the ¨cd, there
Ã .  .is a map from H* G, M to H* G, M which fits into a long exact
sequence whose third term is the homology of G with coefficients in the
Steinberg module. There is also a spectral sequence due to K. Brown
which computes the Farrell cohomology of G in terms of the Farrell
cohomology of the normalizers of the elementary abelian p-subgroups of
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G. More precisely, let A be the complex of elementary abelian p-sub-
groups of G, ordered by inclusion and with G acting on A by conjugation;
i f *6Ã Ã .  .then for any G-module M the canonical map H G, M H A, M p. G  p.
  . w x.is an isomorphism see Theorem IX 7.3 of Br . Thus the p-torsion in
Ã  .H* G, M depends only on the normalizers of the elementary abelian
p-subgroups of G and how they fit together.
w xCohomology calculations using A have been made by Ash Ash , in the
 .  .case where G s GL n, Z and n - 2 p y 2 . In those cases the elementary
abelian p-subgroups of G have rank F 1 and hence A is 0-dimensional.
w xIn AM , Ash and McConnell have shown that the size of
Ã   . .H* GL n, Z ,ZrpZ grows faster than exponentially as a function of p.
They have also shown that in positive dimensions below the ¨cd roughly
half of the Farrell cohomology lifts to the ordinary cohomology.
 .In this paper, we set G s GL 2 p y 2, Z and use the complex A to
calculate the Farrell cohomology of G with coefficients in the trivial
G-module ZrpZ. One of our main results says that the dimension of the
 .  .Farrell ordinary cohomology of GL 2 p y 2, Z over ZrpZ grows at least
linearly with respect to i, for i 4 0. This result also follows from Quillen's
 .theorem, which implies that the Krull dimension of the ring H* G, ZrpZ
is 2. But in our treatment we are able to exhibit some non-trivial classes
explicitly. The next obvious goal is to use this explicit information to
calculate the action of Hecke operators on the now available pieces of the
cohomology and study the Galois representations of the Galois group of Q
over Q.
 .Every elementary abelian p-subgroup of G, where G s GL 2 p y 2, Z ,
has rank F 2 and hence A is one dimensional. So the spectral sequence
Ã* .associated with H A is non-trivial, involving two columns and oneG  p.
differential. Since G acts on A by conjugation, it is enough to determine
the conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups of G in order to
find the fundamental domain of A mod G. By the theorem of Jordan and
w xZassenhaus CR, p. 534 , the number of conjugacy classes of elementary
 .abelian p-subgroups of GL n, Z is finite. In our case where we have
n s 2 p y 2, we see that this number depends on the Galois module
 .structure of the class group of the pth cyclotomic field Q z , where z isp p
a primitive root pth of unity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 1 we determine the conjugacy classes of elementary abelian
 .p-subgroups of GL n, Z of rank 1 using Reiner's theorem on the integral
representations of the cyclic group of order p. These classes are grouped
into three types. The normalizers of p-subgroups belonging to types 1 and
3 are found in Section 2. The normalizers of type 2 subgroups are hard to
describe and their isomorphism types remain an open question.
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In Section 3, we give a complete description of the conjugacy classes of
elementary abelian p-subgroups of G of rank 2 and in Section 4 we
determine their normalizers. In Section 5, we show that the fundamental
domain ArG has the shape of the English capital letter M, when the class
 .number of Q z is 1.p
In Section 6, we compute the ordinary cohomology of the stabilizers of
the simplices of ArG. Although the Farrell cohomology theory shares
most of the formal properties analogous to those of the Tate cohomology
theory for finite groups, the main tools in computing the cohomology such
as the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence of the Kunneth formula do not
carry over verbatim to the Farrell cohomology. This is one of the reasons
why we compute the ordinary cohomology instead of the Farrell cohomol-
ogy of the stabilizers.
Finally, in the last section, we calculate the spectral sequence associated
Ã  .to H* A . These calculations are stymied by the fact that we do not know
explicitly the Farrell cohomology in all dimensions of all the stabilizers
involved in ArG. As mentioned earlier we use the ordinary cohomology,
which equals the Farrell cohomology in dimensions greater than the ¨cd
and work out the spectral sequence in degrees greater than the ¨cd's of all
the stabilizers. Thus the calculations are not complete. However, in these
calculation we are able to obtain certain classes that survive in the spectral
sequence, thus finding a lower bound on the ZrpZ-dimension of the space
Ã   . .H* GL 2 p y 2, Z , ZrpZ . This lower bound is quite large if ) is large.
From this lower bound, it also follows that the ZrpZ-dimension of
Ã   . .H* GL 2 p y 2, Z , ZrpZ grows linearly with respect to ) and grows
faster than exponentially as p goes to infinity.
w xWe also mention that in Ma1 , the author has made explicit computa-
tions in the case p s 3 and has obtained explicit results for
Ã   . .H* GL 4, Z , Zr3Z , when ) ) 3. He has also shown that the mod-p
 .cohomology of GL 4, Z increases linearly with respect to ) in the congru-
ence class mod 8, as long as ) is different from 1 or 5 mod 8, in which
cases it is identically zero. Such explicit results for primes p ) 3 will be
harder to find because we cannot easily obtain the Farrell cohomology of
all the stabilizers of the vertices of the fundamental domain of A mod
 .GL 2 p y 2, Z .
 .1. SUBGROUPS OF ORDER p IN GL 2 p y 2, Z
Let z be a primitive pth root of unity, where p is an odd prime. Set
 . w x  .K s Q z , O s Z z , U s the units in O, and G s GL 2 p y 2, Z . Let D
be the Galois group of KrQ and m be the group of order p generated by
z . Let Cl denote the class group of K. We denote by capital letters A,
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B, . . . the elements of Cl and use the letters a , b , . . . to denote the
O-ideal classes. For each ideal class A g Cl, we fix an O-ideal a belonging
to the ideal class A and also a free Z-basis for a.
First, we describe all indecomposable Zm-modules which are free over
Z, up to isomorphism. Initially we have the trivial module Z and any
fractional ideal a of K. We can also form an indecomposable module M
out of a and an arbitrary element a g a as follows. Let Z z be a free
Zm-module of rank 1 and set M s a [ Z z as abelian group. The group m
acts on a in the usual way, and we set z z s a q z. We denote this module
 .M by the symbol a , a . Now we need the following generalization due to
wReiner of the theorem of Diederichsen, whose proof may be found in CR,
xp. 729 .
 .  .1.1 THEOREM Diederichsen, Reiner . Let A range o¨er a full set of
 .representati¨ es of the O-ideal classes in the cyclotomic field Q z . Then e¨ery
Zm-module M is expressible as a direct sum of indecomposable modules
a aqb
cM s a , a [ a [ Z . . i i j
is1 jsaq1
The genus in¨ariants of M are the integers a, b, c. The only additional
in¨ariant needed to determine the isomorphism class of M is the ideal class of
the product  aqb a . Thus it is possible to choose all but one of the ideals ais1 i i
to be the tri¨ ial ideal O.
Thus when rank M s 2 p y 2, the modules Z2 py2, a [ Z py1, O [ a ,Z
 . py2and a , a [ Z , where a ranges over our chosen set of representatives
of the O-ideal classes, form a complete set of representatives of all the
Zm-modules up to isomorphism.
Next, to describe a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of
subgroups of G of order p, we assume M to be faithful, which eliminates
the possibility M s Z2 py2. Taking the fixed basis for a and the standard
Z-basis for the free part Z py1 or Z py2 we obtain an embedding r :M
 .m ª GL 2 p y 2, Z . Given two such embeddings, say r and r , possibly1 2
associated with different Zm-modules M and M , it is easy to see that Im1 2
r is conjugate to Im r if and only if for some s g D, r (s is1 2 1
Z-equivalent to r . Hence, to obtain a set of representatives for the2
conjugacy classes of subgroups of G of order p, we restrict the a to
running over a set of representatives of the D-orbits of Cl rather than of Cl
itself.
Thus the conjugacy classes of subgroups of order p of G are in one]one
correspondence with the following types of Zm-modules, which are free of
rank 2 p y 2 over Z.
1 a [ Z py1 , 2 O [ a , 3 a , a [ Z py2 , .  .  .  .
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where a ranges over our chosen set of representative ideals for the distinct
ideal classes in ClrD.
 .1.2 Notation. If M s a is an ideal in O, with m acting by multiplica-
tion, then with respect to a fixed basis as above, we obtain an embedding
 . w xr : m ª GL p y 1, Z . We denote by A the image of z under r ,M M
w xwhere A is the ideal class of a. Note that the matrix A depends on the
choice of the Z-basis for a and also on the O-ideal in the ideal class A of
a. However, it is well-defined up to conjugacy. But since we have fixed an
w xO-ideal in each ideal class and a free Z-basis for it, our notation A is
well-defined.
 .Similarly, if M s a , a , then with respect to our chosen Z-basis for M,
 .  .we obtain an embedding r : m ª GL p, Z . We denote the matrix r zM M
w .xby A, a . Again this is well-defined because by our fixed choices it
depends only on the ideal class A of the ideal a.
So in matrix notation, a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes
of subgroups of G of order p can now be written as
w xA 0 w xL 0
Type 1 , Type 2 , ; ;0 I  / / w x0 Apy1
A , a 0 .
Type 3 , ;0 I /py2
where A ranges over the set of representatives for ClrD, L denotes the
trivial ideal class, and I denotes the identity matrix of order n.n
 .1.3 DEFINITION. The above three types of subgroups of G of order p
will be called the subgroups of types 1, 2, and 3, respectively, associated
with the ideal class A of Cl.
w x  .For each A g ClrD, the matrix A is of order p in GL p y 1, Z with
the cyclotomic polynomial of order p as its minimal polynomial and
z , z 2, . . . , z py1 as its eigenvalues. Hence in the above list the non-trivial
elements of subgroups of types 1 and 3 all have eigenvalue 1, while the
non-trivial elements of subgroups of type 2 have no eigenvalue equal to 1.
In fact, over Q, the subgroups of type 1 are conjugate to those of type 3.
We will use this fact when we determine the conjugacy classes of elemen-
tary abelian p-subgroups of G of rank 2. By abuse of notation, we will also
refer to a non-trivial element of a subgroup of type i as a type i-element.
 .1.4 Remark. As a consequence of Reiner's theorem, we see that the
 .conjugacy classes of p-subgroups of GL p y 1, Z are in one]one corre-
w x:spondence with the D-orbits of Cl. In fact they are A , where A g ClrD.
Furthermore, they all have the same genus invariants.
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2. NORMALIZERS OF GROUPS OF TYPES 1 AND 3
Let M be a Zm-module free over Z of rank 2 p y 2. Choosing a Z-basis
for M, we obtain an embedding r : m ª G. The normalizer of the imageM
w xof r in G can be determined by Theorem 2 of Ash , which is stated forM
n - 2 p y 2 but can be easily extended to higher values of n when
py1  . py2M ( a [ Z or M + a , a [ Z . We restate the theorem.
 .  .2.1 THEOREM Ash . Let M be a Zm-module free o¨er Z of rank n,
where n - 2 p y 1. Assume that M is isomorphic to a [ Znypq1 or to
 . nypa , a [ Z . Let the image of r ha¨e normalizer N and centralizer C inM
 .GL n, Z . Denote by S the stabilizer of the ideal class A of a in the Galois
group D. Then there is an exact sequence
1 ª C ª N ª S ª 1. 1 .
To describe this further, we distinguish two cases:
 . nypq11 M ( a [ Z and
 .  . nyp2 M ( a , a [ Z .
 .Set m s n y p q 1. In Case 1 we set g s GL m, Z and in Case 2,
 .  .  .g s g m, p . We adopt the notation g m, p for the subgroup of GL m, Z
 .whose first row is congruent to ), 0, . . . , 0 modulo p. We let l stand for the
 .  .=homomorphism g m, p ª ZrpZ sending such an element to ) modulo
p.
In either case let N be the semidirect product of U = g and S, where S acts0
tri¨ ially on g and ¨ia the Galois action on U. Thus, the group law in N is0
 . X X .   X . X .gi¨ en by the formula j , d ,s j , d , t s js j , dd , st . Then N is a
subgroup of N and the map from N to S is induced by the ob¨ious projection.0
Finally, we ha¨e
Case 1. N ( N .0
 .  .  .4Case 2. N ( j , d , s g N N j ' l d s mod z y 1 , where s and0
 . s  .=s are related by the formula s z s z , for s g ZrpZ .
We also remark that g is embedded into the automorphism group of M
in a natural way: in Case 1 as the automorphism group of Znypq1 and in
Case 2 as the subgroup of the automorphism group of the Z-span of z and
Znyp. Also under the above isomorphism N ( N , the elements0
A , a 0w xA 0  .
,0 I 0 I /  /py1 py2
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 .of Im r in G, in Case 1 and Case 2, respectively, are both mapped to theM
 .element z , I , 1 of N .py1 0
 .In the case of type 2 subgroups, we do have an exact sequence like 1 ,
but the centralizers are hard to describe except in the case of O [ O,
 .whose centralizer is isomorphic to GL 2, O and we have an exact se-
quence,
1 ª GL 2, O ª N ª D ª 1, 2 .  .
 .with D acting via its Galois action on GL 2, O .
Next we determine the ¨cd of the stabilizers of type 1, 2, and 3
subgroups of G. The ¨cd of the stabilizer of every type 1 and 3 subgroup is
equal to the ¨cd of its centralizer because the centralizer has a finite index
 .in the stabilizer. By Theorem 2.1 , the centralizers of type 1 subgroups are
 .isomorphic to U = GL p y 1, Z ; hence it follows that the ¨cd's of the
 .stabilizers of type 1 and 3 subgroups of G are equal to ¨cd U q
  ..  py3.r2¨cd GL p y 1, Z . By Dirichlet's Unit Theorem, U ( Zr2 pZ = Z .
Thus the common ¨cd of the stabilizers of type 1 and 3 subgroups of G is
equal to
p y 3 p y 1 p y 2 .  .
¨cd U q ¨cd GL p y 1, Z s q . 3 .  .  . .
2 2
Similarly, all the subgroups of type 2 are conjugate to each other over Q;
hence the ¨cd's of the stabilizers of all the type 2 subgroups of G are
the same and again are equal to the ¨cd's of their centralizers. Since the
 .centralizer of O [ O is isomorphic to GL 2, O , we conclude that the
¨cd's of the stabilizers of all the type 2 subgroups of G are equal to
¨cd GL 2, O s 2 p y 2 . 4 .  .  . .
3. ELEMENTARY ABELIAN p-SUBGROUPS
OF G OF RANK 2
To find the ZrpZ = ZrpZ-subgroups of G, we need to find two cyclic
subgroups of order p of G such that their generators commute with each
other. The next lemma simplifies our task.
 .3.1 LEMMA. E¨ery subgroup G ( ZrpZ = ZrpZ of G contains an
element of type 1 or type 3.
Proof. Let a, b be two generators of G. Then both a and b have order
p and they commute with each other. Suppose none of them is of type 1 or
type 3. Then they are of type 2 and have eigenvalues z , z 2, . . . , z py1
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repeated twice. Since they commute, we can simultaneously diagonalize
them over C, the field of complex numbers. Thus, over C, we may assume
w 2 py1 2 py1 xthat a and b are conjugate to diag z , z , . . . , z , z , z , . . . , z and
w i x  4diag z , ), . . . , ) , respectively, where i g 1, . . . , p y 1 and diag
w xa , . . . , a denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries a , . . . , a .1 n 1 n
yi w x yi yiThen a b will be conjugate to diag 1,), . . . , ) . But a b / I, thus a b is
a non-trivial element of G with an eigenvalue equal to 1; hence it must be
of type 1 or type 3.
To determine a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of
elementary abelian p-subgroups of G of rank 2, we start with such a
subgroup G ( ZrpZ = ZrpZ of G. By the previous lemma, G contains an
element a of type 1 or type 3. We treat these two cases separately.
Case 1. Assume G has an element M of type 1. Since we are interested
only in the conjugacy class of G we can assume that
w xA 0
M s 0 I /py1
for some A in the D-orbit of Cl. To find another generator for G we must
look for an element of order p inside the centralizer of M in G. Again we
remark, since we are only interested in the conjugacy class of G, that it is
enough to find the conjugacy classes of subgroups of order p of the
 .  .centralizer of M. By Theorem 2.1 , the centralizer C M of M in G is
 .isomorphic to U = GL p y 1, Z and under this isomorphism the element
 .  .M maps onto an element z , I . By Remark 1.4 , the conjugacy classes of
 . w x 4subgroup of order p of GL p y 1, Z are B N B g ClrD . Hence, it
follows that G is conjugate in G to the subgroup
I 0w xA 0
= ;  ; /  /w x0 B0 I
for some B g ClrD. In other words, if we enumerate the set of D-orbits of
Cl, say, A , . . . , A , then we have shown that, in this case, G is conjugate1 n
to one of the subgroups in the list
I 0w xA 0iG s = , i , j s 1, . . . , n.i j  ;  ;0 A /  /j0 I
It is possible that some of the subgroups in the above list are conjugate.
0 I .In fact the subgroups G and G are conjugate in G by the matrix .i j ji I 0
 4So we further restrict our attention to the sublist G N 1 F i F j F n . Wei j
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claim that no two distinct subgroups in this sublist are conjugate in G. To
prove this, we first note that any of these subgroups, for example, G , hasi j
p q 1 cyclic subgroups of order p, and they are
w xA 0iH si j  ; /0 I
I 0
K si j  ;0 A /j
w xA 0i
L s , r s 1, . . . , p y 1 . .ri jr  ;0 A /j
Clearly, the subgroups H and K are of type 1 and L are of type 2.i j i j i jr
We call the first two subgroups H , K the special subgroups of G . Sincei j i j i j
the type is preserved under conjugation and the A 's fall in differenti
D-orbits of Cl, it is easy to see that no two subgroups in the set G N 1 F ii j
4F j F n are conjugate in G and hence it forms a complete set of
representatives for the conjugacy classes of ZrpZ = ZrpZ-subgroups of G
which contain elements of type 1.
 .3.2 Remark. We note that none of the groups G contains ani j
element of type 3. In fact, it is easy to see that the centralizer of any type 1
element does not contain an element of type 3 because all the elements in
the centralizer are in block diagonal form, with both blocks of size p y 1.
Case 2. In this case, we assume that the subgroup G9 ( ZrpZ = ZrpZ
of G contains an element M9 of type 3. We proceed as in the previous
case. We can assume that
A , a 0 w xA ) .
M9 s s 0 I0 I  / / py1py2
for some A g ClrD. Here the O-ideal a is our chosen representative
 .from the ideal class A and the matrix ) g M Z is uniquely determinedn
in terms of our chosen basis for a.
To find another generator of G9 we first determine, as in Case 1, the
 .conjugacy classes of subgroups of order p of the centralizer C M9 of M9.
 .By Theorem 2.1 ,
u g U,d g g p y 1, p , .
C M9 ( u , g . .  . 5u ' l d mod z y 1 .  .
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So it is enough to find the conjugacy classes of subgroups of order p of
 .  .  .g p y 1, p . Recall that g p y 1, p is the subgroup of GL p y 1, Z
 .whose first row is congruent to ), 0, . . . , 0 modulo p.
 .  .3.3 LEMMA. The conjugacy classes of subgroups of order p of g p y 1, p
are in one]one correspondence with the D-orbits of Cl.
 . Proof. By Remark 1.4 , the conjugacy classes of p-subgroups of GL p
. w x: 4y 1, Z are in one]one correspondence with the set A N A g ClrD
and they all have the same genus. First, we show that for each conjugacy
 .class of subgroups of order p of GL p y 1, Z , there is a representative of
 .that class in g p y 1, p . Since all these conjugacy classes are in the same
w x:genus, i.e., the subgroups A as A ranges over ClrD are all conjugate
 .to each other in GL p y 1, ZrpZ after reduction modulo p, it follows in
 : w xparticular that they are all conjugate to the subgroup L of GL p y
. w x1, ZrpZ , where L denotes the trivial ideal class of O and A denotes the
w xmatrix obtained from the matrix A by reducing its entries modulo p.
py1 .w xThe matrix L is cyclic and its minimal polynomial is T y 1 g
w x  .w xZrpZ T . Thus the Jordan canonical form of L in GL p y 1, ZrpZ is
1 0
1 1
1 1J s . .. .. . 0
0 1 1
and it has only one eigenvalue, namely 1, and the corresponding eigenspace
has dimension 1 over ZrpZ. If we let J act from the right on the row
 .  . py1vectors x , . . . , x g ZrpZ then the eigenspace corresponding to1 py1
 . 4the eigenvalue 1 is given by x, 0, . . . , 0 N x g ZrpZ .
 .w xSince every matrix A is conjugate to J in GL p y 1, ZrpZ , where
 .A g ClrD, there exists a matrix X g GL p y 1, ZrpZ such that
y1 y1w x  .w xX A X s J. Let Z s diag x , 1, 1, . . . , 1 g GL p y 1, ZrpZ , where
 .  .=  .x s det X g ZrpZ . Then ZX g SL p y 1, ZrpZ and we have
y1 y1 y1 w xZX A X Z s ZJZ . Since the reduction mod-p map, SL p y
mod p 6.  .1, Z SL p y 1, ZrpZ , is surjective, there exists a matrix Y g
y1 y1 . w xSL p y 1, Z such that Y s ZX. Then we get Y A Y s ZJZ . It is
y1  .easy to see that the first row of the matrix ZJZ is equal to 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0 .
w x y1  .Hence, Y A Y g g p y 1, p . Thus, starting with the conjugacy class
w x  .A of p-subgroups of GL p y 1, Z , we have shown that there exists a
 w x y1:  .p-subgroup Y A Y in that conjugacy class which lies in g p y 1, p .
 w x y1:  .Also, the conjugacy class of the subgroup Y A Y in g p y 1, p is
w x  .uniquely determined by that of A in GL p y 1, Z . This fact will follow
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 .from the slightly stronger statement of Lemma 3.4 , below. Thus we get a
 .bijection from the set of conjugacy classes of p-subgroups of GL p y 1, Z
 .to the set of conjugacy classes of p-subgroups of g p y 1, p .
 .  .3.4 LEMMA. Let a and b be two elements of g p y 1, p of order p. If
 . y1there exists a matrix v g GL p y 1, Z such that vav s b , then v g
 .g p y 1, p .
Proof. We know that after reduction modulo p, a and b are conjugate
 .in GL p y 1, ZrpZ and have only one eigenvalue, namely 1, with corre-
 .sponding eigenspace of dimension 1. Since a , b are in g p y 1, p , the
eigenspace for both a and b is
x , 0, . . . , 0 N x g ZrpZ , 4 .
 .where a and b act from the right on the row vectors x , . . . , x g1 py1
py1 .  .  .ZrpZ . Since va s bv, we have 1, 0, . . . , 0 va s 1, 0, . . . , 0 v, i.e.,
 .  . 1, 0, . . . , 0 v s y, 0, . . . , 0 , for some y g ZrpZ. This implies v g g p y
.1, p .
 .3.5 Remark. From now on, we assume that for each representative A
of a D-orbit of Cl, the free Z-basis that was chosen in the beginning for
w xour representative ideal a of the ideal class A is such that the matrix A
 .  .lies in g p y 1, p . We can do this because of Lemma 3.3 . Then the
 .conjugacy classes of subgroups of order p of g p y 1, p are in one]one
w x: < 4correspondence with the set A A g DrCl . Furthermore, upon re-
 : duction modulo p, all these subgroups are conjugate to J in GL p y
. w x.1, ZrpZ and in particular, we have l A s 1, for all A g ClrD.
Now that we know the conjugacy classes of subgroups of order p of
 .g p y 1, p , we can find the conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-
subgroups of G of rank 2. We recall our set-up. Let G9 ( ZrpZ = ZrpZ
be a subgroup of G which contains an element M9 of type 3. Recall that
the centralizer of M9 is
u g U,d g g p y 1, p .
C M9 ( u , g .  . 5u ' l d mod z y 1 .  .
and under this isomorphism the element M9 is mapped to the element
 .  .=z , I . Since for any s g ZrpZ , we can always find a unit u g U such
 .  .that u ' s mod z y 1 , it is easy to see, as a consequence of Lemma 3.3 ,
 .that the conjugacy classes of cyclic p s subgroups of C M9 are
 :  :  :w x w xz , 1 , 1, B , z , B , where B g DrCl. .  .  .
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 .:  w x.:Hence it follows that up to conjugacy G9 has the form z , 1 = 1, B ,
for some B g ClrD.
 .3.6 Remark. Let G9 be an elementary abelian p-subgroup of G of
X w xA ) .:rank 2 which contains a cyclic p-subgroup of type 3, say G s . IfA 0 I
we know that there is another cyclic p-subgroup H9 of G9 which is
w xB ) .:conjugate to a type 3 subgroup, say to G9 s , for some B g ClrD,B 0 I
then, in fact, we have proved that there is a matrix f in the centralizer of
y1 I ) .:G9 such that fH9f s . The important point here is that fw x0 BA
lies in the centralizer of G9 .A
If we revert to our matrix notation, we have proved that if a subgroup
G9 ( ZrpZ = ZrpZ of G contains an element of type 3, then G9 is
conjugate to one of the subgroups in the list
I )w xA )iG9 s = , i , j s 1, . . . , n ,i j  ;  ;0 A /  /j0 I
where A , . . . , A is a complete set of representatives for the D-orbits of1 n
Cl.
Again some of the subgroups in the above list are conjugate. In fact we
show that the two subgroups GX , GX in the above list are conjugate in G.i j ji
First, note that each of these subgroups, for example, GX , has p q 1i j
subgroups of order p, and they are
w xA )X iH si j  ; /0 I
I )XK si j  ;0 A /j
w xA )iXL s , r s 1, . . . , p y 1.ri jr  ;0 A /j
The subgroups H X and K X are of type 3 and the remaining p y 1i j i j
subgroups LX are of type 2. This also shows that subgroups GX containi jr i j
only type 2 and 3 elements. We call the first two subgroups, namely, H Xi j
and K X , the special subgroups of GX . It is clear that the special subgroupsi j i j
of GX must be mapped to the corresponding special subgroups of GX ifi j lk
GX is conjugate to GX in G. By Reiner's theorem, the special subgroupsi j lk
H X , K X of GX are conjugate to the special subgroup K X , H X of GX ,ji ji ji i j i j i j
 .respectively. Hence, by Remark 3.6 , we can find D g G such that
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D H X Dy1 s K X and D K X Dy1 s H X . This shows that the subgroups GX andji i j ji i j i j
GX are conjugate.ji
 X 4So we further restrict our attention to the sublist G N 1 F i F j F n .i j
As in Case 1, one can show that no two distinct subgroups in this list are
conjugate in G. Hence it forms a complete set of representatives for the
ZrpZ = ZrpZ-subgroups which contain elements of type 3.
Before concluding this case, we remark that the subgroups GX found ini j
this case contain only type 2 and 3 elements. So they are not conjugate to
those found in Case 1. Since every ZrpZ = ZrpZ-subgroup of G falls
either in Case 1 or in Case 2, it follows that the set
G , GX N 1 F i F j F n 5 4  .i j i j
is a complete set of representatives for the elementary abelian p-sub-
groups of G of rank 2.
4. NORMALIZERS OF ZrpZ = ZrpZ-SUBGROUPS OF G
In this section we determine the normalizers of the subgroups G andi j
GX of G. First, we consider the groups G .i j i j
 .4.1 THEOREM. Let C and N denote the centralizer and normalizer ofi j i j
G , respecti¨ ely, in G. We ha¨e an exact sequencei j
1 ª C ª N ª S ª 1 6 .i j i j i j
and
C ( U = Ui j
S ( S = S if i / ji j i j 7 .
( S X Zr2Z if i s j. .i
Here S denotes the stabilizer of the ideal class A in the Galois group D andi i
 .S X Zr2Z denotes the wreath product of S with the cyclic group Zr2Z ofi i
 .order 2, namely S = S i Zr2Z, where the non-tri¨ ial element of Zr2Zi i
flips the two subgroups S . Furthermore S = S acts on U = U component-i i j
wise and Zr2Z flips the two subgroups U = 1 and 1 = U. Thus we ha¨e
N ( U i S = U i S if i / j .  .i j i j
8 .
( U i S X Zr2Z if i s j. .  .i
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Proof. We recall some facts about these groups which were proved in
the last section. The group G has two special cyclic p-subgroups, namely,i j
H and K , which consist of type 1 elements while the other p y 1i j i j
subgroups of G consist of type 2 elements. Thus if an element c g Gi j
belongs to N , then under the action of conjugation it must map thei j
subgroups H , K of G into themselves or else flip these subgroups.i j i j i j
 .First, we determine the centralizer C of G . Clearly C s C H li j i j i j i j
 .  .C K . By Theorem 2.1 , we havei j
u 0
C H ( u g U, g g GL p y 1, Z . .i j  5 /0 g
g 0
C K ( u g U, g g GL p y 1, Z . . .i j  5 /0 u
Thus it follows that
u 0C ( u , u9 g U ( U = U.i j  5 /0 u9
Now we determine the groups S s N rC . Let f g S ; then f mapsi j i j i j i j
the two special subgroups H and K onto themselves. If i / j, then Hi j i j i j
and K are not conjugate, and it follows that f maps H to H and Ki j i j i j i j
 .  .to K . This in particular shows that N s N H l N K . By Theoremi j i j i j i j
 .2.1 , we have two exact sequences
w x w x1 ª C A ª N A ª S ª 1 .  .i i i
1 ª C A ª N A ª S ª 1, .  .j j j
w x. w x.  w x. w x..where C A , N A resp. C A , N A denote respectively thei i i i
w x  w x.  .centralizer and normalizer of the element A resp. A in GL p y 1, Z .i j
 . Identifying the subgroup G as the subgroup of GL p y 1, Z = GL p yi j
.  .1, Z which embeds naturally into GL 2 p y 2, Z as
GL p y 1, Z = GL p y 1, Z ª GL 2 p y 2, Z .  .  .
X 0X , Y ª .  /0 Y
 .  .we conclude, from the fact that N s N H l N K , that S ( S = S ,i j i j i j i j i j
with the first factor S = 1 acting on the first factor H = 1 of G and thei i j i j
second factor 1 = S acting on the second factor 1 = K . Thus, if i / j, wej i j
 .  .have N ( U i S = U i S .i j i j
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If i s j, then the subgroups H and K are conjugate in G. In fact thei i i i
0 I .element D s g G takes the subgroups H to K and vice versa andi i i iI 0
hence lies in N . Furthermore, as in the case i / j, we can show thati i
  .  ..N H l N K rC ( S = S , which is obviously a subgroup of N rCii i i i i i i i i i i
s S . Next, we claim that in the case i s j, the normalizer N is generatedi i i i
 .  .by N H l N K and the flip given by D , for if f g N , then eitheri i i i i i
 .  .  .  .f g N H l N K or fD g N H l N K . This proves that N si i i i i i i i i i
 .U i S X Zr2Z, where Zr2Z denotes the group generated by the ele-i
ment of S induced by the D.i i
The normalizers of GX in G can be found similarly. We state the resulti j
in this case and omit its proof.
 . X X4.2 THEOREM. Let C and N denote the centralizer and normalizer ofi j i j
the group GX in G. We ha¨e an exact sequencei j
1 ª CX ª N X ª SX ª 1 9 .i j i j i j
and
CX ( u , u9 N u , u9 g U, u ' u9 mod z y 1 4 .  .i j
SX ( S = S if i / ji j i j 10 .
SX ( S X Zr2Z if i s j.i j i
If CX is considered as a subgroup of U = U, then the action of SX on CX isi j i j i j
componentwise, as in the pre¨ious theorem.
5. 1-SIMPLICES OF A
Recall that G acts on A by conjugation; hence using the stabilizers
found in the previous section, one can find the fundamental domain ArG
wfor the action of G on A. For details, we refer the reader to Ma, Sect. 5,
xChap. I . In this section we show that, in the case p F 19, when the class
 .number of Q z is equal to 1, the fundamental domain has the shape M.p
In these cases we have only the trivial ideal class L with the whole Galois
group D acting trivially on L, i.e., S s D. Hence there are only threeL
conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups of G of rank 1 and
they are respectively the type 1, 2, and 3 subgroups of G associated to the
trivial ideal class. Also, from Section 3, we see that there are only two
conjugacy classes of elementary abelian p-subgroups of G of rank 2, one
 .containing type 1 and 2 elements, i.e., G with A s L in our notation11 1
and the other containing only type 2 and 3 elements, i.e., GX . By Theoremsi j
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 .  .4.1 and 4.2 , it is easy to see that there are only two 1-simplices attached
to each of the vertices G and GX in the fundamental domain. Thus the11 11
fundamental domain ArG has the shape M, with five vertices and four
edges. More specifically, the bottom three vertices for M from left to right
can be taken as the ZrpZ-subgroups
w xL Iw xL 0 w xL 0 py1
, , ;  ;  ;0 I  / / 0 Iw x  /0 Lpy1 py1
and then each of the top two vertices is just the ZrpZ = ZrpZ-subgroup
generated by the two ZrpZ-subgroups to which it is attached by an edge.
6. COHOMOLOGY OF THE STABILIZERS
In this section we compute the ordinary mod-p cohomology of the
stabilizers of the vertices of ArG corresponding to the elementary abe-
lian p-subgroups of G of types 1 and 3, and the elementary abelian p-
subgroups of G of rank 2. The cohomology groups of the normalizers of
w xtype 1 and 3 subgroups have been determined in Theorem 5 of Ash .
 .  .6.1 THEOREM Ash . Let M be a Zm-module, free o¨er Z of rank n,
nypq1  .where n G p y 1. Assume M is isomorphic to a [ Z or to a , a [
Znyp, for some O-ideal a. Let the rest of the notation be the same as that of
 .Theorem 2.1 . Then the cohomology of the normalizer N of the image of rM
 .in GL n, Z , with coefficients in the tri¨ ial module ZrpZ, is gi¨ en by
H t N , ZrpZ ( W b , c m H d g , ZrpZ , 11 .  .  .  .[ a
bqcqdst
 .where W b, c denotes a ZrpZ-¨ector space whose dimension is the numbera
  .4 < <of subsets Q with c elements of 2, 4, 6, . . . , p y 3 such that S di¨ idesA
 .b9 q  k. Here b9 denotes the largest integer contained in b q 1 r2.Q
 . nypq1Here we recall that g s GL n y p q 1, Z if M s a [ Z and
 .  . nyp < <g s g n y p q 1, p if M s a , a [ Z . Also, S denotes the order ofA
the group S which is the stabilizer of the ideal class A of an O-ideal a inA
the Galois group D.
Ä .  .  .46.2 Remark. Let U = U s u, u9 N u, u9 g U, u ' u9 mod z y 1 .
Then we have an exact sequence
=Ä1 ª U = U ª U = U ª ZrpZ ª 1 .
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= Ä .with ZrpZ acting trivially on U = U. Thus by the Hochschild]Serre
Äspectral sequence we see that the mod-p cohomology of U = U is the
same as that of U = U.
Next we find the cohomology of the normalizer of every elementary
 .abelian p-subgroup q of G of rank 2. By 5 , we may assume that q s Gi j
X  .   ..or G . In either case, we have the exact sequence 6 resp. 9 ,i j
1 ª C ª N ª S ª 1, 12 .q q q
 .   ..where, in terms of the notation of Theorem 4.1 resp. Theorem 4.2 ,
 X X X .C s C , N s N , and S s S resp. C s C , N s N , S s S .q i j q i j q i j q i j q i j q i j
 .  .First, consider the case i / j. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 , C s U = U ifq
Ä Xq s G , and C s U = U if q s G and S ( S = S , which acts compo-i j q i j q i j
nentwise on C in either case. The order of the group S is prime to pq q
and hence the mod-p cohomology of N consists of the S -invariants inq q
the mod-p cohomology of C . By Remark 6.2, the mod-p cohomology ofq
C is the same as that of U = U. Hence, we haveq
St t qH N , ZrpZ ( H U = U, ZrpZ .  .q
( H t U i S = U i S , ZrpZ .  . .i j 13 .
( W b , c m W l , m , .  .[ i j
bqcqlqmst
 .  .  .  .where W b, c s W b, c and W b, c s W b, c .i a j ai j
Next we consider the case i s j. In this case S ( S X Zr2Z and henceq i
 .we have an additional action of Zr2Z on the right side of Eq. 13 which
just flips the two tensor product components. Thus if q s G or q s GX ,i i i i
Zr2Z
tH N , ZrpZ ( W b , c m W l , m . 14 .  .  .  .[q i i
bqcqlqmst
7. SPECTRAL SEQUENCE
 .In this section we compute H* A , using the spectral sequenceG  p.
m q Ãq Ãmq qE s H G , ZrpZ « H G , ZrpZ , 15 .  .  .1 s
sgm
where  is a set of representatives for the m-cells of A mod G. Note thatm
this spectral sequence lives in the first and fourth quadrants, but there is
no problem with its convergence because dim A s 1 and hence the
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spectral sequence has only two columns, namely, E0 q, E1q, and only one1 1
differential d0, q, so E s E as soon as r ) 1. To describe the differential1 r `
d0, q we introduce the following notation.1
 .7.1 Notation. First of all, we delete the coefficient module from the
 .  .notation and write H* G, ZrpZ as H* G . Also in this section, we
 .denote the 1-simplices of A by s s ¨ , ¨ , where ¨ - ¨ are the vertices0 1 0 1
of the 1-simplex s which are ordered by inclusion. Also, if G ; G , thens ¨
 .  . ¨we denote the restriction map H* G ª H* G by res .¨ s s
 .The stabilizer G of the 1-simplex s s ¨ , ¨ is just G l G . Thuss 0 1 ¨ ¨0 1
G ; G and G ; G , and we have two restriction maps res¨ 0 , res¨1. Lets ¨ s ¨ s s0 1
A be the set of m-simplices of A. Then we can identify Em q with them 1
Ãq .  .subgroup of  H G , ZrpZ consisting of those families us g A s s s g Am m
such that g u s u for all g g G,s g A . Here g u denotes the image ofs gs m s
y1 Ãq Ãq .  .  .u under the conjugation isomorphism c g *: H G ª H G in-s s gs
 y1 . y1duced by the conjugation map c g : G ª G defined by x ¬ g xgs gs
for any x g G . Now the differential d0, q is the restriction to this subgroups 1
of the map
Ãq Ãqd: H G ª H G .  . ¨ s
¨gA sgA0 1
Ã .  .defined as follows. Let u g  H* G ; then the map d is given by¨ ¨ g A ¨0
  . w x.see Lemma IX 4.3 of Br ,
u ¬ s ¬ res¨1 u y res¨ 0 u . .  .  . . /¨ s ¨ s ¨1 0
Since we do not know the Farrell cohomology of the stabilizers of the
rank 1 elementary abelian p-subgroups of G of type 2, and also in the
case of types 1 and 3, we know their ordinary cohomology which equals
the Farrell cohomology in degrees greater than the ¨cd, our calculations
in this sections are valid only in degrees greater than the ¨cd's of all
the stabilizers of ArG. Thus we will not be able to analyze the spec-
 .tral sequence 15 completely. However, we will find some classes that
survive in the spectral sequence and obtain a lower bound on the mod p-
cohomology of G. To find these classes we proceed as follows.
 .Step 1. If s s ¨ , ¨ is a 1-simplex in A with vertices ¨ and ¨ , with0 1 0 1
¨1  .  .¨ - ¨ , then we show that the restriction map res : H* G ª H* G0 1 s ¨ s1
on the ordinary cohomology is injective.
Step 2. For each 1-simplex s of ArG, we determine a subspace Y * ofs
 .H* G , such that the following holds.s
Let ¨ be a vertex in ArG corresponding to an elementary abelian
p s subgroup of G of rank 1. Let s , . . . , s be the distinct 1-simplices1 i¨ .
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 .of ArG that are attached to the vertex ¨ . Let u g Y , j s 1, 2, . . . , i ¨ .j s j
 . ¨  .Then there exists x g H* G such that res x s u , for each j s¨ s jj
 .1, 2, . . . , i ¨ .
Step 3. For each vertex q of ArG, which is an elementary abelian
p-subgroup of G of rank 2, we find the classes u in the cohomology groupq
 .H* G , such that if s is a 1-simplex in ArG attached to the vertex q ,q
q  . U  .then the class res u belongs to the subspace Y of H* G for eachs q s s
 .s g ArG that has q as one vertex. We denote the subspace of H* Gq
consisting of the classes u , found in this step, by X U.q q
Let  be a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of ele-02
 .mentary abelian p-subgroups of G of rank 2. For example, by 5 ,
 X 4we could take  s G , G N 1 F i F j F n . Now let q be an integer02 i j i j
greater than the ¨cd's of all the stabilizers of the simplices of ArG. Then
 .assuming that we have proved Steps 1 to 3, it will follow that if u gq q g02q 0 q  .X ; E , then u can be completed to an element[ q 1 q q gq g 0202 . q . 0 q  .u g H G s E such that u lies in the kernel of[¨ ¨ g ¨ 1 ¨ ¨ g¨ g0 000, q  .d , i.e., it survives in the spectral sequence 15 . This in particular implies1
q . qthat the dimension of H G is greater than that of X , which,[ qq g02
we shall see later, can be quite large. Now we proceed with the proof of
Step 1.
 .Proof of Step 1. Let s s ¨ , ¨ be a 1-simplex in ArG with verticeso 1
 .  .¨ , ¨ with ¨ - ¨ . By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 , we have an exact0 1 0 1
sequence
1 ª C ª G ª S ª 1, 16 .¨ ¨ ¨1 1 1
where C is the centralizer of ¨ in G and S can be identified with the¨ 1 ¨1 1
subgroup of automorphisms of ¨ induced by the elements of G Since1 ¨ .1
G s G l G , we also get an exact sequences ¨ ¨0 1
1 ª C ª G ª S ª 1, 17 .¨ s s1
where S is the subgroup of S consisting of only those elements in Ss ¨ ¨1 1
which also fix the vertex ¨ . Since the order of the subgroup S , hence0 ¨1
also that of S , is prime to p, the mod-p Hochschild]Serre spectrals
 .  .sequence associated with the above exact sequences 16 and 17 degener-
ates to give
S¨ 1H* G ( H* C 18 . .  .¨ ¨1 1
SsH* G ( H* C . 19 .  . .s ¨1
¨1Since S ; S , it follows that the restriction map res is injective.s ¨ s1
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 .Proof of Step 2. To determine the desired subspace of H* G stated ins
Step 2, where s is a 1-simplex of ArG, we start with the vertex ¨ of s ,
which is an elementary abelian subgroup of G of rank 1. Let G be the¨
stabilizer of ¨ in G. Then applying the Hochschild]Serre spectral se-
quence to the exact sequence
1 ª ¨ ª G ª G r¨ ª 1 20 .¨ ¨
we get
Em q s H m G r¨ , H q ¨ « H mq q G . 21 .  .  . .2 ¨ ¨
 .  .7.2 LEMMA. The abo¨e spectral sequence 21 degenerates to the right of
 . m q m q  .the line m s ¨cd G , i.e., E s E , if m ) ¨cd G .¨ 2 ` ¨
Proof. First, we note that the elementary abelian p-subgroups of G r¨¨
are of rank F 1. Let  be the set consisting of all the 1-simplices of1¨
ArG that are attached to the vertex ¨ in ArG. Then it is easy to see that a
set of representatives for the elementary abelian p-subgroups of G r¨ up¨
to conjugacy in G r¨ is in one]one correspondence with the set  . In¨ 1¨
fact a set of representatives for the elementary abelian p-subgroups of
  . 4G r¨ can be taken as ¨ r¨ N s 9 s ¨ , ¨ g  and their normalizers¨ s 9 s 9 1¨
 4  .in G r¨ are G r¨ N s 9 g  , respectively. Thus by Corollary IX 7.4 in¨ s 9 1,¨
w xBr , we have
Ãm q Ãm qH G r¨ , H ¨ ( H G r¨ , H ¨ . 22 .  .  . .  .[¨ s 9
s 9g1¨
Ãm q  ..Here H G r¨ , H ¨ denotes the Farrell cohomology of G r¨ with¨ ¨
q .  .coefficients in the G r¨-module H ¨ . Thus if we assume m ) ¨cd G ,¨ ¨
we obtain
H m G r¨ , H q ¨ . .¨
23 .m q( H G r¨ , H ¨ if m ) ¨cd G . .  . .[ s 9 ¨
s 9g1¨
 .Now for each s s ¨ , ¨ g  , we have an exact sequences 1¨
1 ª ¨ ª G ª G r¨ ª 1. 24 .s s
Applying the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence, we get
Em q s H m G r¨ , H q ¨ « H mq q G . 25 .  .  . .2 s s
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First, we show that the above spectral sequence degenerates. In fact for
 .  .any 1-simplex of ArG, such as s s ¨ , ¨ , we have, by 19 ,s
SsH* G ( H* C , 26 .  . .s ¨s
where C is the centralizer of ¨ in G and S ( G rC .¨ s s s ¨s s Ä .  .From Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 , either C ( U = U or C ( U = U.¨ ¨s s
But in either case we have
H* C ( H* U = U . 27 .  . .¨s
Identifying the subgroup ¨ with the subgroup m = 1 of U = U, we get ans
exact sequence
1 ª ¨ ª U = U ª U = U r¨ ª 1 .
which splits; hence the mod-p Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence
Em q s H m U = Ur¨ , H q ¨ « H mq q U = U 28 .  .  . .2
degenerates to give
H t U = U ( H m U = U r¨ , H q ¨ . 29 .  .  .  . .[
mqqst
 .  .  .From Eqs. 26 and 27 , we can view the spectral sequence 25 as
 .a subsequence of the spectral sequence 28 , obtained by taking the S -s
 .  .invariants in the spectral sequence 28 . Since the spectral sequence 28
 .degenerates, we conclude that the spectral sequence 25 also degenerates
to give
H t G ( H m G r¨ , H q ¨ . 30 .  .  . .[s s
mqqst
 .  .Now we compare the two exact sequences 20 and 24 ,
6 6 6 6
1 ¨ G G r¨ 1¨ ¨6 6 6
id
6666
G r¨ 1G¨1 ss
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Here the two vertical arrows on the right side denote the inclusion maps,
which give the corresponding restriction maps between the spectral se-
 .  .quences 21 and 25 ,
m q m q mqq6E s H G r¨ , H ¨ H G .  . .2 ¨ ¨
6
31 .
res res
6
mq qm q m q
6
H GE s H G r¨ , H ¨  . . . s2 s
m q m qTo avoid a conflict in the notation here we write E instead of E2 2
 .  .  .for the second spectral sequence 25 . If m ) ¨cd G , then from Eq. 23¨
w xand the last exercise in K. Brown's book Br , the restriction map on the
 .left in the above diagram 31 is just the component map
H m G r¨ , H q ¨ . .¨
res 32 .m q m q6( H G r¨ , H ¨ H G r¨ , H ¨ , .  . .  .[ s 9 s
s 9g1¨
m q .. mwhich takes the summand H G r¨ , H ¨ identically onto Hs
 q ..G r¨ , H ¨ and maps the other summands to zero. We get commutatives
 .diagrams like 31 for each s g  . Also, for each s g  , we have a1¨ 1¨
 .  .commutative diagram between the two spectral sequences 21 and 25 ,
my2,qq1d2my 2,qq1 m q m q6E E s H G r¨ , H ¨ . .2 2 ¨
6
6
33 .
res res
my2,qq1d2 m q m qmy2,qq1 6 E s H G r¨ , H ¨E  . .2 s2
my 2, qq1 .Since the spectral sequence 25 degenerates, d s 0. Further-2
 .more, if m ) ¨cd G , then we know that the restriction map on the right¨
 .  .in the commutative diagram 33 is just the component map as in 32 .
 .Hence, from the commutativity of the diagram 33 , which is valid for every
my 2, qq1  .s g  , we conclude that d s 0 if m ) ¨cd G . Similarly, one1¨ 2 ¨
 .can show that the higher differentials d of the spectral sequence 21 arer
 .  .all zero if m ) ¨cd G . This proves that the spectral sequence 21¨
m q m q .degenerates to the right of the line m s ¨cd G , i.e., E s E .¨ 2 `
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Now we continue with the proof of Step 2. From the lemma, we see that
Em q s H m G r¨ , H q ¨ 34 .  . .[ [ [2 s 9 /
mqqst mqqst s 9g1¨
 .  .m)¨cd G m)¨cd G¨ ¨
t .is a subspace of H G . Passing to the abutments of the spectral se-¨
 .  .  .quences 21 and 25 in the commutative diagram 31 , we see that the
restriction map on this subspace
Em q s H m G Xr¨ , H q ¨ ¨ H t G .  . .[ [ [2 s ¨ /Xmqqst mqqst s gS1¨
 .  .m)¨cd G m)¨cd G¨ ¨
6 6
res res
m q m q tE s H G r¨ , H ¨ ¨ H G .  . .[ [2 s s
mqqst mqqst
 .  .m)¨cd G m)¨cd G¨ ¨
t .of H G which appears on the left side of the above commutative¨
diagram is just the component map. Now set
Y t s H m G r¨ , hq ¨ . 35 .  . .[s s
mqqst
 .m)¨cd G¨
Then it follows immediately that the subspace Y t satisfies the conditions
stated in Step 2. This completes the proof of Step 2.
Proof of Step 3. Let q g ArG be an elementary abelian p-subgroup of
G of rank 2. Then q is conjugate to either G or GX , for some 1 F i F j Fi i i j
n. To determine the subspace X* , we first consider the case i / j. In thisq
case the mod-p ordinary cohomology of the stabilizer G is given by Eq.q
 .13 ,
H t G ( W b , c m W l , m , .  .  .[q i j
bqcqlqmst
 .  .where W b, c and W l, m have their usual meanings, as in Theoremi j
 .  .6.1 . We have derived this formula using Ash's theorem 6.1 . We briefly
go over its proof. To begin with, we have the exact sequence of Theorems
 .  .4.1 and 4.2 ,
1 ª C ª G ª S ª 1.q q q
Since the order of S is prime to p, we getq
St t qH G ( H C . 36 .  .  .q q
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 .By Remark 6.2 , the mod-p cohomology of C is the same as that ofq
U = U. Also, U ( m = U X, where U X ( Z py3.r2 = Zr2Z. Hence by the
w x t .formula on page 334 of Ash , the D-module H U is isomorphic to
H t U ( H t m = U X .  .
( H b m m H c U X .  .[
bqcst 37 .
w X x( F b m V ,[ c
bqcst
r  X. r  w x.where V s H U ( H es2, 4, 6, . . . ,  py1. F e is the r th exterior power[r
 w x. w xof the ZrpZ-vectorspace es2, 4, . . .  py1. F e and F e denotes ZrpZ[
viewed as a D-module, where d g D acts by the formula d ? x s sm x when
 . sd z s z and, for any integer m, m9, denotes the largest integer con-
 .  . w xtained in m q 1 r2. Thus in the above formula 37 , the term F b9
denotes the set of classes coming from the cohomology of the subgroup
b . w xm ; U. In fact, H m, ZrpZ ( F b9 as a D-module. Now applying the
Kunneth formula, we get
H t C ( H t U = U .  .q
( H x U m H y U .  .[
xqyst
( H b m m H c U X m H l m m H m U X .  .  .  .[
bqcqlqmst
38 .
w x w x( F b9 m V m F l9 m V .[ c m
bqcqlqmst
 .  .When i / j, we know from Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 that S ( S = S ,q i j
 .which acts componentwise on U = U; hence by 36 , we get
Sq
t w x w xH G ( F b9 m V m F l9 m V . [q c m
bqcqlqmst 39 .
( W b , c m W l , m . .  .[ i j
bqcqlqmst
 .After this digression, we now find the classes u in H* G which satisfyq q
the condition stated in Step 3. Let s be a 1-simplex of ArG with one
vertex equal to q , where q is an elementary abelian subgroup of G of
 :  :rank 2. Let us write q s a = b , where a s a and b s b are the
special subgroups of q defined in Section 3. Then the group U = U can be
identified with the group a = U9 = b = U9. We fix this identification for
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the rest of the section. Under this identification, the cohomology group
t .H U = U can be described as
H t U = U ( H b a m H c U9 m H l b m H m U9 .  .  .  .  .[
bqcqlqmst
40 .
w x w x( F b9 m V m F l9 m V .[ c m
bqcqlqmst
t .We also fix this description of H U = U for the rest of the section.
 . tSuppose now s s a , q ; then from Step 2 we see that the subspace Ys
t .of H G consists of the S -invariants in the subspaces s
H a U = U ra , H b a 41 .  .  . .[
aqbst
 .a)¨cd Ga
t . b .of H U = U . Since U = U is abelian, it acts trivially on H a ( ZrpZ,
 .for each b, and under the above identification we have U = U ra ( U9
 .= b = U9. Thus we conclude that, under the isomorphism of 40 , the
 .latter subspace 41 is just
H a U9 = b = U9, H b a . .[
aqbst
 .a)¨cd Ga
42 .
w x w x( F b9 m V m F l9 m V .[ c m
bqcqlqmst
 .cqlqm)¨cd Ga
Now passing to the S -invariants in the above equation we conclude fromq
 .  .Eqs. 35 and 39 that the subspace
W b , c m W l , m 43 .  .  .[ i j
bqcqlqmst
 .cqlqm)¨cd Ga
t . q t .of H G is mapped by the injective restriction map res : H G ªq s q
t . t t .H G into the subspace Y of H G .s s s
 .  .Similarly, if s b s b , q is another 1-simplex in ArG with one
 .vertex equal to q , then we can show, as in 43 , that the subspace
W b , c m W l , m 44 .  .  .[ i j
bqcqlqmst
 .bqcqm)¨cd Gb
t . q t .of H G is mapped by the injective restriction map res : H G ªq s  b . q
t . t t .H G into the subspace Y of H G .s  b . s  b . s  b .
As we pass on to the other 1-simplices s in ArG that are attached to
t  .  .q , we get a description of the subspace Y similar to that of 43 and 44 ,s
except that we will be modding out U = U by other cyclic subgroups of q
 :  :of order p, instead of a or b. Since a s a and b s b , the cyclic
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r :subgroups of q , other than b , are k s ab for some r gr
  .40, 1, 2, . . . , p y 1 . Thus if s is a 1-simplex that is attached to the vertex
 .  .  .q in ArG and is different from s b , then s s s k s k , q , forr r
  .4some r g 0, 1 . . . , p y 1 . Let
f : U9 = a = U9 = b ª U9 = a = U9 = b
 .be the automorphism of the group U = U defined as follows: f a s
r  .ab , f b s b , and f is the identity map on U9 = U9. Then via f we can
 .identify U = U rk with U9 = U9 = b. Thus we have a commutativer
diagram of short exact sequences,
6 6 6 6
1 a U = U U = U ra 1 .
6 6
6
f f f
6666
U = U rk 1U = Uk1  . rr
where f denotes the map induced by f. This diagram gives a commutative
diagram between the corresponding two spectral sequences obtained by
applying the Hochschild]Serre spectral sequence to the above short exact
sequences. Since these spectral sequences degenerate, we get an isomor-
phism
f *: H a U = U rk , H b k ª H a U = U ra , H b a . .  .  .  . . .[ [r r
aqbst aqbst
t t .It can be shown that the subspace Y of H G found in Step 2s k . s k .r r
consists of the S -invariants in the subspaces k .r
H a U = U rk , H b k 45 .  .  . .[ r r
aqbst
 .a)¨cd Gk
r
t .  .of H U = U . Since we have identified U = U rk with U9 = U9 = b ,r
 .the above subspace 45 can also be described as the subspace of
H t U = U ( H a U = U rk , H b k .  .  .[ r r
aqbst
46 .
a b( H U9 = U9 = b m H k .  .[ r
aqbst
 .consisting of those classes for which a ) ¨cd G .k r
 .  .Now we compare 46 and 40 . Since f is the identity on U9 = b = U9,
 .  .we see immediately from 45 that, under the isomorphism of 40 , the
 . t .subspace 45 of H U = U is just
w x w xF b9 m V m F l9 m V . 47 .[ c m
bqcqlqmst
 .cqlqm)¨cd Gk r
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Now passing to the S -invariants in the above equation we conclude thatq
the subspace
W b , c m W l , m 48 .  .  .[ i j
bqcqlqmst
 .cqlqm)¨cd Gk r
t . q t .of H G is mapped by the injective restriction map res : H G ªq s k . qrt . t t .H G into the subspace Y of H G . Now sets k . s k . s k .r r r
J s max ¨cd G N ¨ is an elementary abelian  .¨
49 .
p-subgroup of G of rank 1 .4
 .  .Thus from Eqs. 3 and 4 , we see that
¡p y 3 p y 1 p y 2 .  .
q if p ) 3~J s 50 .2 2¢2 p y 2 if p s 3. .
 .  .  .Then from 43 , 44 , and 48 , we see that the subspace
W b , c = W l , m 51 .  .  .[ i j
bqcqlqmst
cqlqm)J
bqcqm)J
t . q t . t .of H G is mapped by the restriction map res : H G ª H G intoq s q s
t t .the subspace Y of H G , for each 1-simplex s in ArG that is attacheds s
to the vertex q of ArG. Denote this subspace by X t . Then the classes inq
this subspace satisfy the condition stated in Step 3. This completes the
argument for Step 3 in the case i / j.
Next, we consider the case i s j. In this case the same analysis holds
true except that we have one additional element in S which acts on theq
centralizer C ; U = U by flipping the two components of U = U. Thusq
 .taking into account the flip in this case we derive the formula 51 with
 .i s j, except that we need to restrict further to the subspace of 51 that is
fixed under the action of the flip. So in terms of the notation of Section 6,
where we have denoted the group generated by the flip by Zr2Z, we see
that the subspace
Zr2Z
W b , c m W l , m 52 .  .  .[ i i
bqcqlqmst
cqlqm)J
bqcqm)J
t . q t .of H G is mapped by the injective restriction map res : H G ªq s q
t . t t .H G into the subspace Y of H G , for each 1-simplex s in ArGs s s
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which is attached to the vertex q of ArG. Denote this subspace by X t .q
Then the classes in this subspace satisfy the condition stated in Step 3.
This completes the proof of Step 3.
As mentioned after the statement of Step 3, the classes in the subspace
X t 53 .[ q
qg02
 .survive in the spectral sequence 15 and we have
dim H t G G dim X t . . . [Z r pZ Z r pZ q /
qg02
 X 4If we take  s G , G N 1 F i F j F n and set02 i j i j
X t , i , j s X t , if q s G . q i j
54 .XtX 9 t , i , j s X , if q s G . q i j
 .then we can rewrite 53 as
X t , i , j [ X 9 t , i , j . 55 .  .  .[
1FiFjFn
 .From 51 , we have
X t , i , j ( X 9 t , i , j .  .
( W b , c m W l , m for 1 F i - j F n 56 .  .  .[ i j
bqcqlqmst
cqlqm)J
bqcqm)J
 .and from 52 , we have
X t , i , i .
( X 9 t , i , i .
Zr2Z 57 .
( W b , c m W l , m for 1 F i F n. .  .[ i i
bqcqlqmst
cqlqm)J
bqcqm)J
 .  .From 56 and 57 , we see that when the total degree t is greater than
 .  .the number J, then the subspaces X t, i, j and X 9 t, i, j are not vacuous
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 w x.and in fact they are quite large see Section 6 of AM . As remarked
earlier, if t ) J, we also get
tdim H G G dim X t , i , j [ X 9 t , i , j . 58 .  .  .  . . [Z r pZ
1FiFjFn
t .Thus we have found a lower bound for the dimension of H G over
w xZrpZ. By Section 6 of AM , this lower bound is large for large values of t
and is exponential in p for sufficiently large p.
 .If the Galois stabilizer of the ideal class A is trivial, then 57 simplifies.i
 .In that case dim W b, c s number of subsets of c elements inZ r pZ i
 4  .  .2, 4, 6, . . . , p y 3 independently of b see Theorem 6.1 and since in 57
 .the non-trivial element of Zr2Z acts by flipping the components W b, ci
 .  .  .  .m W l, m and W l, m m W b, c , we see that the dimension of X t, i, ii i i
 .and X 9 t, i, i increases linearly with respect to t, if t 4 J and p ) 3.
w x  .In Ma1 , where we calculate the mod-3 cohomology of GL 4, Z , we see
 .  .that the dimensions of X t, i, i and X 9 t, i, i increase linearly with
respect to t, as long as t k 1 mod 4.
Before concluding, we recall that the cohomology classes that we found
 .  . 0, qin 56 and 57 are in the kernel of the differential d . Similar but1
 . w xexplicit calculation of mod-3 cohomology of GL 4, Z in Ma1 shows that
the cokernel of d0, q is 0 if q ) 3; i.e., K. Brown's spectral sequence is1
concentrated on the left edge of the E -page. It is suspected that this2
might also be true for primes other than 3. If that is the case then K.
Ãq 0, q .  .Brown's spectral sequence yields H G ( ker d and then our lower1
bound gives a fairly good estimate on the cohomology of G.
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